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Abstract

The present study highlights the importance of alignment between a business model (BM) and business processes. The authors employ a case study method and analyze a young company focused on R&D in high technology. In order to explicate the observations, the researchers invoke the newly developed ‘VIP framework’ (Solaimani and Bouwman, 2012). The research reveals that the business processes (BP) carried out in the company must fit the stated business model. The case study demonstrates how some of the processes are not optimal and efficient, and that the two main requirements for achieving a higher level coherence and consistency between BM and BP are an enhancement in human resource management and information systems. This research fills a research gap in understanding the connection between BM and BP and contributes to the illumination of their significance. Besides, a newly developed BM/BP alignment framework is empirically applied for the first time.
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Introduction

Only about half of all startup businesses survive beyond 5 years. These failure rates are stable over time (Cader and Leatherman, 2011; Head, 2003). In particular, IT-producing companies have high mortality rates. Only about 40% of these firms survive beyond 5 years (Cader and Leatherman, 2011; Knaup, 2005). Previous studies have revealed that business survival depends on a diversity of factors such as industry, location, regional and national economic conditions, and various environmental factors (Cader and Leatherman, 2011; Luo and Mann, 2011). In addition, the ability to create suitable processes and control systems has a substantial impact on the performance of new ventures (LeBrasseur and Zinger, 2005). In order to succeed, it might not be enough for a startup to state what the current strategy and business model are. Instead, it appears to be beneficial to create alignment between the strategic ‘what to do’ with an operational ‘how to do it’ (Solaimani and Bouwman, 2012).

However, the alignment between the business model and the business processes has received very little attention; many researchers and consultants do not even elaborate on the role of business processes for a business model (Solaimani and Bouwman, 2012). The definitions of business model differ across studies. They vary from e-businesses with an IT perspective, to strategic issues such as value creation and competitive advantage, and innovation and technology management (Shafer et al., 2005; Zott et al., 2011). For the purpose of this article, we refer to the business model concept of Zott and Amit, i.e., “the content, structure and governance of transactions designed so as to create value through the exploitation of business opportunities” (Amit and Zott, 2001, p. 511) and “a system of interdependent activities that transcends the focal firm and spans its boundaries” (Zott and Amit, 2010, p. 216).

The extant literature agrees that a business model is foremost the responsibility of senior management, next to, and as a pendant to strategy. Yet, its implementation should be carried out at operational levels. Thereby, business processes materialize the business model. Unfortunately, this area of business models has been largely disregarded. Some business process definitions limit themselves to describing inputs and outputs of a company. We will use a definition that also highlights the order of activities within a company. We follow Davenport (1993, p. 5) who describes business processes as “[…] a specific ordering of work activities across time and place, with a beginning, an end, and clearly identified inputs and outputs: a structure for action”.

Our study aims at better understanding the relationship between business models and business processes. We pose the research question: “How can a company ensure its development through the alignment of its top-level business model and its operational business processes?”

In order to address this question, we intend to find out which interactive factors link the business models with their underlying business processes. Furthermore, we use a case study methodology since the extent of control we have over actual behavioral events in a company is limited (Yin, 2009). We chose a startup company from the process-intensive high-tech industry. Just like all newly established businesses, the company ‘ABC’ has to manage various tensions and find the right fit between creation of its planned business model and implemented processes. Evaluating alignment, we discover that an intended business model needs to be effectively linked to the realized processes. In our case, these include e.g., customer identification and acquisition, or internal communication. Conse-
quently, we identified two main requirements for alignment: suitable human resource management and contemporary information systems. The improvements in these two areas are a prerequisite for designing and executing such business processes. These help achieve consistency of the intended business model with the realized business processes.

The remainder of this article is organized as follows: section 1 elaborates on the theoretical foundations of the business model and business process alignment. Section 2 explains our case study methodology. The case company and the findings are presented in section 3. The final section discusses the contributions and limitations of this study, as well as research recommendations.

1. Theoretical background of alignment

In this section, we elaborate on the dimensions that align business models with business processes. Solaimani and Bouwman (2012) investigate contemporary alignment approaches (Bergholtz et al., 2003; Geerts and McCarthy, 1999; Gordijn et al., 2000a, b; McCarthy, 1982; Osterwalder, 2004). The authors find that these approaches are incomepre-

hensive and depend on specific tools instead of general frameworks. Thus, Solaimani and Bouwman (2012) develop a VIP framework (value, information, and processes) to overcome the limitations. This framework is the primary foundation for our further investigation.

The VIP framework consists of three domains: value exchange, information exchange, and primary business processes, which “are derived from and build upon each other” (Solaimani and Bouwman, 2012, p. 669). Solaimani and Bouwman (2012) use the term actor to include all managers, actors and stakeholders that have an impact on the link between the business model and the business processes. All interactions between actors are divided into this set of three generic domains, with each domain having sub-elements. Sub-elements are the essentials which constitute a domain. These sub-elements are integrated in a generic way, rather than focusing on one specific field of business. A description of each domain and its constitutive elements is presented briefly below. Figure 1 depicts how the domains link the business models to business processes.
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**Fig. 1. VIP framework; based on Solaimani and Bouwman (2012, p. 670)**

1.1. Value domain. In this framework, value means that actors have diverse objectives. Actors interact with each other to increase tangible or intangible benefits. Therefore, “[...] the focus here is on the exchange of values between actors.” (Solaimani and Bouwman, 2012, p. 664). The value domain is represented by the elements actors, value objects, value activities, value goals and value dependencies. It answers the question what is offered by whom to whom? And what is expected in return? (Solaimani and Bouwman, 2012, p. 665).

1.2. Information domain. The essential aspect in the information exchange domain is the information flow between actors. Moreover, the viability of the business model is strongly dependent on access to information, e.g., information about customers, products, or markets. If the access is obtainable and the flow is smooth, the company is able to capture and exploit the key information. The information domain can be detailed into data, information and knowledge. Data and information are seen as tangible resources. Knowledge is considered an intangible resource. Information flow, information
authorization, and trust dependency have to be considered as further sub-elements.

1.3. Processes domain. The process domain describes “how the activities are carried out and how they are related to each other” (Solaimani and Bouwman, 2012, p. 668). Since companies involve a wide range of different processes representing various internal and external activities, some level of abstraction and classification is introduced. The process domain is characterized by the elements: primary processes, process behavior, process unit boundaries, and process dependencies. Primary processes are those processes which involve first tier actors. These processes are crucial for the creation and delivery of services and products. Processes also have a specific behavior like a sequence flow and conditions. Moreover, processes have a scope, i.e., boundaries. Finally, there are also process dependencies, e.g., if one process must be finished before another one can be finalized.

1.4. Prescriptive and descriptive applications. As shown in Fig. 1, the model can be used in a descriptive or a prescriptive way. The prescriptive business model is the one that the top management intends to implement, based on planning, and it helps evaluate the level of alignment of processes (Lueg and Nørreklit, 2012). For instance, it identifies whether some processes are not in line with the overall business model. The descriptive business model is the one that is actually realized (i.e., ‘emergent’); it starts with an analysis of the high-level business model and then sets the strategic or operational requirements in order to design business processes.

Since this is a new model in its conceptual stage, the authors invite other researchers to test their framework empirically. We use both applications in our study to identify possible misalignment. Thereby, our research tests the applicability of the model (theoretical contribution) and elaborates on its practical relevance (practical contribution).

2. Research design

Due to the nature of the research problem and the question asked, we chose an explanatory single case study (Yin, 2009). As a subject of our study, we have selected a small, relatively young startup that we name ‘ABC’. The case study relies on multiple sources of evidence, namely direct observations, documents, physical artifacts and archival records. The main sources are two semi-structured interviews conducted at the end of April 2013 with the CEO and one of the interns in the company.

The focus of our study enables us to investigate the alignment of business processes and the business model in a real-life context (Burns and Scapens, 2000; Scapens, 1990). We argue that our case study is timely and can be transferred to similar situations experience.

In order to reach a transferable conclusion, we apply a deductive logical reasoning by using the theories of Amit and Zott (2001) and Zott and Amit (2010) for the business models and Solaimani and Bouwman (2012) in order to interpret the findings.

3. Findings

3.1. Presentation of the company. ABC is a European startup company founded in 2007. Including the CEO, 7 actors work in the company office. Additionally, there are freelancing actors working from home on projects closely related to the company. The company is wholly owned by the CEO and is strictly centralized. He makes the decisions, contacts potential clients, and takes care of human resources. The mission of ABC is to make actors more creative with the help of a 3-dimensional printing technology they intend to offer at a relatively low price compared to their current competitors. In order to do that, ABC develops a 3-D prototype that will be patented by the end of 2013. Moreover, it develops its own service for easy control of the final product: 3-D printer. In this sense, ABC is an R&D-intense company. Currently, the company faces two problems. First, it cannot find a manufacturing company that is willing to enter into serial production of the prototype and then sell it to end-users. Second, because of the lack of cash inflow, ABC’s expenses are very limited. When we gathered the data for that study, ABC operated from the CEO’s house to cut expenses.

3.2. Alignment between the business model and the business processes. 3.2.1. Prescriptive application. We present our findings using the VIP framework, starting with the prescriptive (bottom-up) application. As we will highlight again in the discussion, the domains do not have strict boundaries but are interdependent. Thus, some evidence can reflect multiple domains.

3.2.1.1. Value. The value domain concerns the exchange of values among actors. Currently, ABC aims for a business model where it exchanges values with suppliers, manufacturers, distributors and end-users. It starts by ABC exchanging the product prototype, service, knowledge, and legal rights for money with a big manufacturer. The manufacturer then produces the printer and exchanges this for money at a distributor. The distributor sells the product to the end-users. The end-users could be households or small and medium companies. The CEO told us that he was contemplating over an alternative business model in case this first one would
not lead to a break-even in the near future. In this alternative business model, ABC would be the link between the manufacturer and the suppliers. In this set up, ABC receives patented materials (plastic) from a supplier and sells this to the manufacturers; the suppliers get a commission on the sale. However, this alternative business model depends on ABC finding such a patented-plastic supplier. Until then, ABC will attempt to realize its original business model.

The value domain links directly to the intended business model. However, ABC’s interns are involved in a lot of the strategically relevant processes, e.g., risk analysis, or developing the surveys for determining target customers. Those outcomes have very direct implications for the business model (Borisov and Lueg, 2012; Lueg and Borisov, 2014). Yet, the CEO is unaware of the validity and reliability of what the interns have done, or at which stage they are currently working at any given time. As the CEO stated when we asked him about risk analysis: “[…] basically we are creating this product. And then, we are trying to understand the risks…to be honest I haven’t double checked this one.”

Likewise, interns were uncertain about the status of implementing the business models. As one of them stated in a meeting: “[…] at the moment, I don’t know if you [refers to the CEO] said that we are at step 3, and we are currently looking for people to talk to.”

3.2.1.2. Information. Since ABC is a relatively young company, it does not have its own information database which would allow it to store the data objects. During the observations and the interview, we have identified that the actors mainly use Dropbox and Skype as communication tools. However, these tools are subject to several limitations in this context. For example, they contain many old documents written by interns who are not in the company anymore. As the CEO states: “Sometimes it’s a bit hard to keep track of who did what. We have all files, all documents in Dropbox. But I am not sure who did what, or whom to talk to. Everyone has been writing on the same document.”

The reason why the information flow among actors has become difficult to handle is that there are a lot of interns and freelancers who work from home. The CEO explains: “There is a lot of fluctuation, and it is irregular. For the last three months, we have been approximately 14 people. That was a lot. It was really hard to keep track.” Using Dropbox is an easy, reliable, and inexpensive way of sharing information between actors. But for ABC, the exchange of information should be controlled better, so an overload of old or unverified documents can be prevented. Using interns is certainly not expensive, and a lot of startups with unstable cash inflows usually need interns. However, the disparity between regularly employed actors to actors on an internship and freelancing actors creates chaos and dysfunctional behavior. In addition, the interns are still learning and they cannot take responsibility for crucial elements of the business model. Thus, the process of hiring and training interns should be planned better in order to avoid further negative implications. The CEO himself is aware of this disparity, and he intends to find better matches. Specifically, he would like to hire staff with knowledge so that he does not have to train them. As he says: “I’m looking for people who can help on the business side. So I am trying to find someone who will fit perfectly.”

However, it will be difficult to attract actors with experience due to the poor financial condition of the company. Moreover, the access to knowledge is limited. The only one who receives the knowledge from the different seminars, conferences and events was the CEO. When it came to training and skills, the CEO always spoke in singular: “Yesterday, I was at an event about how to raise money from investors.”

So, knowledge in ABC is limited to one person. Such a knowledge concentration should be avoided for two reasons: first, it is risky to have only one strong personality in the company who makes the decisions and decides over future developments, even if this person is the CEO. Second, actors should also benefit from such seminars as they will help them implement the company’s business model with actual processes.

3.2.1.3. Processes. Since the company is still relatively young, one of the primary business processes is identifying potential customers (Malmmose et al., 2014). We identify the two main techniques at ABC. Target customers are identified through brainstorming and the social network LinkedIn. To begin with, actors gather and start naming the companies they know. The process of brainstorming has some well-documented weaknesses (Isaksen and Gaulin, 2005; Pauhus et al., 1993). In this case, ABC only includes the companies the actors are familiar with. There is no innovative impulse, and other options become excluded. Of course, brainstorming can be a suitable process to start with; however, it should be supplemented with additional information resources. As Isaksen and Gaulin, (2005, p. 323) note: “While there is an appropriate time for brainstorming, there is also a need for other complementary thinking processes and tools for analysis, judgment and development of ideas.” Various databases containing company
information and B2B search engines would enable gathering of more in-depth information about potential customers. A more quantitative and qualitative list would be obtained. One drawback is the additional expenses ABC would have to incur.

The other tool to identify potential customers is to connect them on LinkedIn. From the brainstorming list of potential companies, ABC identifies actors in marketing, technical actors, and other relevant professionals working in relevant manufacturing companies. Using the social network, ABC then tries to get in touch with those professionals. Again, there are several drawbacks that impair the business model to be implemented: similarly to brainstorming, only limited information is obtained. Skeels and Grudin (2009) note that it is still the prevailing attitude among older professionals that LinkedIn only attracts job seekers, not entrepreneurs. Moreover, ABC’s CEO acknowledges: “[…] so far it has been successful especially with American companies, because everybody is on LinkedIn. It was easy to connect. With the Japanese companies, it is quite hard, because nobody is on LinkedIn.” Thus, only a limited number of professionals can be contacted. And since this process is time-consuming, the trade-off between the cost (i.e. the time and effort of ABC) and the result is questionable.

ABC sees a possible manufacturer of its printer as its main customer. Nevertheless, ABC also interacts with end-consumers. Operating as an R&D center, ABC should try to better understand the preferences of the end-consumer. This way, ABC can convince the manufacturer of the value of its printer prototype. Currently, ABC does not sufficiently explore these processes related to the end-consumer. It should interact more with its end-users to improve its knowledge about their needs, requirements, or preferences. So far, ABC has only conducted one survey for this purpose. The questionnaire was posted on the internet and was open for anyone. However, the actors employed at ABC felt that the methodology of this survey was weak: the potential customers had not been addressed directly, and the questions posed were quite broad. Currently, ABC uses the preliminary insights from the survey to initiate improved market research. For instance, a new communication intern now has the task of making improvements on the methodology and searching for ways to intensify the communication with end-consumers.

Connected to that, we can identify a number of business processes dependencies. First, knowledge about the end-consumers must be collected. Only then, can it be used to convince a manufacturer to produce the printer. Second, the current and the only relationships with suppliers stem from an EU-financed project which has set its goal on creating a new type of plastic. Currently, ABC tries to strengthen and expand the relationships with the suppliers beyond this specific project. The possibility exists to earn on the consumable plastic. ABC could procure the plastic for the end-consumers of 3-D printers. However, this arrangement depends on the technical aspects and patent issues. The CEO of ABC hypothesizes: “What we are looking for right now are solutions. A technical solution of how to control how you are using the right plastic. And if you are not using the plastic of our supplier, you cannot print.” According to the interview, the agreement to work on other projects with the current plastics supplier depends on the other processes. These are technical plastic development and patenting. To begin with, the plastic development process needs to be patented. Then, ABC can offer a settlement to the suppliers to obtain some rights on the plastic. This way, ABC would earn a commission from the end-consumers of 3-D printing. If one of the processes fails (e.g. to develop superior plastic), it can ruin the business model. Thus, process dependencies are significant.

To sum up, the prescriptive application of the VIP framework suggests misalignment between the intended business model and the current business processes. Yet, ABC initiates business processes that help implement the intended business model. However, some of the processes – such as customer identification and acquisition, internal communication, and risk analysis – are not effective. These processes need to be improved to match the intended business model.

3.2.2. Descriptive application. Following the descriptive (top-down) application, we now disclose the prerequisite in order to design business processes that reduce this misalignment. Our evidence shows that the mismatch between the intended Business Model and the way the company carries out the processes comes from two poor process building blocks: human resources and information systems. Here, improvements are necessary in order to achieve coherence between the processes and the business model.

3.2.2.1. Human resources management. According to the resource-based view, actors can be a source of competitive advantage. This is especially true in a startup company. Enhancement in human resource management can bring new human skills and competences to the company (Barney, 1997; Lueg et al., 2013b).

Currently, it is mainly the ABC-interns that run crucial processes instead of qualified permanent staff. The CEO acknowledges his situation, but
financial restrictions prevent him from improving it. “I would like to hire people – basically there are some people that are very good that I would like to hire. But before I can do that, we need to have a plan that ensures that these employees will get paid.” Under the given circumstances, the CEO needs to select the interns more cautiously. Because we already identified the high staff turnover as a problem, this entails finding interns who stay for longer periods of time. In addition, future human resource management needs to be considered more critically. Recent research has revealed that a firm-specific human capital might have a significant impact on learning and firm performance. Human capital selection and development through training significantly improve learning by doing, which in turn improves performance (Hatch and Dyer, 2004). Better actor selection means that selection and training are critical aspects which need to get much more attention from the CEO.

3.2.2.2. Information systems management. Relevant and reliable information forms the basis for effective business processes. Therefore, a quality information system can facilitate process execution and bring advantages. In the case of ABC, information system improvement would enhance access to more diverse information as well as enrich internal communication. This would include defining process owners in data management who update documents regularly.

First, access to diverse information is crucial for successful business processes and for developing a business model (Ross et al., 2001). Especially, high quality information is essential in the ABC’s primary process: customer identification. We follow Nelson, Todd and Wixom (2005) that high quality information needs to be accurate, complete, timely, and understandable. Identifying customers through brainstorming does not yield any information that conforms to these requirements. ABC needs to employ information sources beyond brainstorming. An adequate information system would provide wider access to the most critical data, e.g., data about potential customers.

Besides, information systems are relevant for internal communication. They can help eliminate the misunderstandings of who did what, and knowledge sharing becomes more efficient. Specifically, information needs to be timely as timeliness poses a major challenge to ABC’s efficient operations.

To sum up, human resource management and information systems play a crucial role in the alignment of business processes with the business model. Information systems ensure that the initial plans (values) of the business model conform to the actually realized processes, and employing capable actors fosters deep implementations in routines to enact the business model in the business processes.

4. Discussion

This article responds to the recent call for research on the alignment of a company’s business model with its business processes (Morris et al., 2005; Solaimani and Bouwman, 2012). We contribute to the literature by showing that the alignment of business processes determines whether an intended business model actually can be realized.

4.1. Contributions to the practice of business models. Our study contributes to practice in three ways. First, while most preceding business model studies focus (directly or indirectly) on the effects of culture and the structure of strategy as factors for effective business model implementation, we provide evidence that the alignment of business processes is another key success factor for business model implementation. As a second take-away for practitioners, we demonstrate that changes in the business processes – such as a new way of procuring plastic for ABC – can determine a change in the business model. Thus, the interaction between Business Models and business processes is bilateral. Third, our study offers the first empirical evidence on the importance of this alignment topic. We contribute to the literature by providing an in-depth understanding on the vital role of business processes as a part of successful business model implementation.

4.2. Contributions to the theory of business models. As to theoretical contributions, we first show that the newly established framework of Solaimani and Bouwman (2012) is indeed well-applicable when it comes to explaining the alignment of business models and business processes in the field. This is due to the fact that the VIP framework has coherent domains that are linked in a comprehensive and logical manner. Also, we show that it is not only suitable for established companies as conjectured by Solaimani and Bouwman (2012) but also for a startup company. In addition, the prescriptive and descriptive analyses of the VIP framework make it relevant in a longitudinal manner.

Second, we have detected some issues with the VIP framework that warrant further consideration. The transition between its domains might leave too much room for interpretation. The distinction between the domains can sometimes be difficult to detect, and some issues seem to belong to more than one domain. For example, ABC’s customer identification can be treated as a primary process and analyzed at the process domain. Likewise, it could also be analyzed.
in the information domain, e.g., to evaluate the access to information on potential customers. Some researchers might encounter settings in which they find more than one ‘correct’ way of applying this framework, just as we did. To ensure the validity of future research on this topic, conceptual researchers should further clarify the boundaries of the VIP framework.

4.3. Limitations. Our analyses are subject to several limitations. First, the literature review could include more academic literature on startup companies. Yet, the business model alignment topic is new and has not been widely researched. Future research could consider the relevance of linking a business model to business processes in more detail (e.g., Larsen et al., 2014). Popular definitions of business models do not emphasize this process dimension (Zott et al., 2011). For instance, the business model canvas of Osterwalder & Pigneur (2010) only considers key activities, but not yet focuses on the comprehensive set of processes that have to be optimized in a company. Likewise, Magretta’s (2002) popular definition emphasizes financial profits and storytelling, but not the concrete implementation in business processes. Our work can help to extend these notions of business models in the future.

Second, our results from a single company case study might not be generalizable. Thus, we only suggest that our empirical test of the VIP model is a preliminary step toward a better understanding of the alignment between business models and business processes (Flyvbjerg, 2006). Thus, we do not generalize for all startup companies, but provide exemplary knowledge about the issues startups might face when aligning their business processes with their business models.

4.4. Future research agenda. The limitations of our work provide avenues for future research. First, we advise conducting comparative case studies in order to test the validity of the VIP framework. These could be conducted across companies (possibly in different industries or life-cycle stages), but also across the division or function-specific business models within one company (e.g., Lueg et al., 2013a). In the latter setting, the VIP framework would be specifically beneficial when it comes to understanding process dependencies and information flows across departments. This could help along understanding of how the same business processes support different business models.

Second, future studies may use a longitudinal design to explain how a change in business processes in fact triggers measurable changes in a business model (e.g., Lueg and Pedersen, 2014). We can only hypothesize about this effect.

Conclusion

Many startup companies fail before reaching their 5th year of existence due to the lack of a business model that is aligned with the actual business processes of this company (Solaimani and Bouwman, 2012). Based on a case study, we analyze the alignment of a business model with business processes in a startup company across the three domains of the VIP framework (Solaimani and Bouwman, 2012). We identify several problems of misalignment, such as the lack of knowing target customers or the value the startup should provide for them. The root causes of these alignment problems are a lack of qualified human resources and insufficient information systems. Our findings are relevant for academics who aim to understand business model implementations and how they link to business processes. This link is currently underexplored in popular business model definitions (Magretta, 2002; Osterwalder and Pigneur, 2010; Zott et al., 2011). Additionally, our findings are useful for practitioners attempting to identify misalignment in their own businesses.
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